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Gap-definability and the gap closure operator were defined by
S. Fenner, L. Fortnow and S. Kurth (J. Comput. System Sci. 48, 116148
(1994)). Few complexity classes were known at that time to be gap-
definable. In this paper, we give simple characterizations of both gap-
definability and the gap-closure operator, and we show that many
complexity classes are gap-definable, including P*P, P*P[1], PSPACE,
EXP, NEXP, MP (Middle-bit P), and BP }  P. If a class is closed
under union and intersection and contains < and 7*, then it is gap-
definable if and only if it contains SPP; its gap-closure is the closure of
this class together with SPP under union and intersection. On the other
hand, we give some examples of classes which are reasonable and gap-
definable but not closed under union (resp. intersection, complement).
Finally, we show that a complexity class such as PSPACE or PP, if it is
not equal to SPP, contains a maximal gap-definable manyone reduc-
tion-closed subclass, which is properly between SPP and the class of all
PSPACE-incomplete (PP-incomplete) sets with respect to containment.
The gap-closure of the class of all incomplete sets in PSPACE (resp.
PP) is PSPACE (resp. PP).  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1979, Valiant [Val79] defined the class *P, the class of functions definable as
the number of accepting computations of some polynomial-time nondeterministic
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Turing machine. Valiant showed many natural problems complete for this class,
including the permanent of a zero-one matrix. Toda [Tod91] showed that these
functions have more power than previously believed; he showed how to reduce any
problem in the polynomial-time hierarchy to a single value of a *P function.
The class *P has its shortcomings, however. In particular, *P functions cannot
take on negative values and thus *P is not closed under substraction. Also, one
cannot express as a *P function the permanent of a matrix with arbitrary (possible
negative) integer entries, or even a simple polynomial-time function which outputs
negative values. Since much of the current work on counting classes is algebraic in
nature, it is reasonable to seek an alternative to *P with nicer algebraic properties.
Fenner et al. [FFK94] analyzed the class GapP, a function class consisting of
differences‘‘gaps’’between the numbers of accepting and rejecting paths of NP
Turing machines. This class is exactly the closure of *P under subtraction. GapP
also has all the other nice closure properties of *P, such as addition, multiplica-
tion, and binomial coefficients. Beigel, et al. first used gaps to great advantage in
[BRS95] to show that PP is closed under intersection. Toda and Ogiwara have
also formulated their results in [TO92] using GapP instead of *P.
Fenner et al. looked at classes such as PP, C= P,  P, and SPP that can be
defined in terms of GapP functions. They defined a natural notion of gap-
definability and also defined GapCl, a nonconstructive closure operation on sets
(the ‘‘gap-closure’’). They showed that any countable set of languages C has a
unique minimum gap-definable class GapCl(C) containing it. However, their defini-
tion does not yield an easy way to determine properties of gap definable classes or
to determine which classes may be gap-definable.
In this paper we will take the mystery out of gap-definability. In Section 3 we
give a simple characterization of gap-closure. By the definition of gap-definability,
there is no restriction on the accepting set A and the rejecting set R. We show that
A and R can be chosen to be recursive under reasonable circumstances. We use the
results of the previous sections to describe some properties of gap-closure and gap-
definability. We show that Boolean closure properties such as closure under union
or intersection are not necessary for gap-definability. In Section 4 we give a simple
characterization of when classes are gap-definable. Using this characterization we
show that many common classes, such as P*P, P*P[1], PSPACE, EXP, NEXP,
MP, and BP }  P, are gap-definable. In general, for complexity classes with some
reasonable restrictions, we give simple necessary and sufficient conditions for
whether they are gap-definable. In Section 5, we show that a complexity class such
as PSPACE or PP, if it is not equal to SPP, contains a maximal gap-definable
manyone reduction-closed subclass, which is properly between SPP and the class
of all PSPACE-incomplete (PP-incomplete) sets with respect to containment. The
gap-closure of the class of all incomplete sets in PSPACE (resp. PP) is PSPACE
(resp. PP).
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 2.1. A counting machine (CM) is a nondeterministic Turing
machine in polynomial time with two halting states; accepting and rejecting, and
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every computation path must end in one of these states. An oracle machine having
the above properties and running in polynomial time uniformly for all oracles is
called an oracle counting machine (OCM).
If M is a counting machine, then accM(x) (resp. rejM(x)) is the number of accepting
(resp. rejecting) paths of M on input x. We also define
gapM=accM&rejM .
Two different types of counting functions were defined via counting machines.
Definition 2.2 [Val79].
*P=[accM | M is a CM]
UP=[L | /L # *P].
Definition 2.3 [FFK94].
GapP=[gapM | M is a CM]
SPP=[L | /L # GapP].
Many complexity classes were originally defined via CMs, together with criteria
on the total number of computational paths and accepting paths. Fenner, Fortnow
and Kurtz observed that some of them, such as PP, C= P, and Modk P can be
characterized via GapP functions. They initiated a concept called gap-definability.
Definition 2.4. [FFK94]. A class C of languages is gap-definable if there exist
disjoint sets A, R7*_Z such that, for any language L, L # C if and only if there
exist a CM M with
x # L O (x, gapM(x)) # A
x  L O (x, gapM(x)) # R,
for all x # 7*. Since A and R uniquely determine C, we let Gap(A, R) denote the
class C. A function g # GapP is called (A, R)-proper if \x, (x, g(x)) # A _ R. A gap-
definable class C is called reasonable if C contains < and 7*.
Not all gap-definable classes are reasonable; for example, any class consisting of
a single language is a nonreasonable gap-definable class.
In [FFK94], it has been shown that if C is gap-definable, then C is reasonable
if and only if SPPC. Since in most cases we are only interested in reasonable
classes, the above statement means that SPP is the minimal gap-definable class.
Some complexity classes, such as those we listed above, deserve even simpler
characterization. We call a class simply gap-definable if it is gap-definable and A,
R in Definition 2.4 depend on gapM(x) only. Using a proposition in [FFK94], the
classes PP, C= P, and Modk P (for k2) can be redefined as the following:
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1. [Gil77, Sim75]. L # PP  (_g # GapP)(\x)[x # L W g(x)>0].
2. [Sim75, Wag86]. L # C= P  (_g # GapP)(\x)[x # L W g(x)=0].
3. [CH90, Her90, BG92]. L # Modk P  (_g # GapP)(\x)[x # L W g(x)
0 mod k].
Every gap-definable class is countable, but the converse does not hold. However,
Fenner, et al. [FFK94] showed that every countable class is contained in a unique
minimum gap-definable class, called its gap-closure. They showed that the gap-
closure of a countable class D, denoted GapCl(D), can be constructed as the
following:
Definition 2.5. [FFK94]. Let the class D=[L1 , L2 , L3 , . . .] be a countable
collection of languages and let W=[w1 , w2 , . . .] be an immune set, i.e., W is infinite
with no infinite recursively enumerable subset. Define
AD =[(x, wi) | x # Li]
and
RD =[(x, wi) | x  Li],
and define GapCl(D)=GapP(AD , RD ).
In Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 we show that immune sets are not required to
represent GapCl(C) as a gap-definable class.
Certain ‘‘delta’’ functions were defined in [FFK94]. For integers k and B with
0kB, define
$Bk (x)=\xk+\
B&x
B&k+ .
For integers k and B with 0kB, we have
0 if 0x<k,
$Bk(x)={1 if x=k,0 if k<xB.
If f # GapP, then $Bk b f # GapP [FFK94].
Using the delta functions, we can show the following lemma:
Lemma 2.6. If f # GapP and range( f ) # [w1 , ..., wk], then the set Si=
[x | f (x)=wi] # SPP for i=1, ..., k.
Proof. Let B=max[w1 , ..., wk] and let fi=$Bwi b f for 1ik. Each fi is in
GapP. For all x # 7*, we have
fi (x)=$Bwi( f (x))={1 if f (x)=wi ,0 otherwise.
Thus fi witnesses that Si # SPP. K
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Some operators based on counting are often used to define certain complexity
classes. Here we list some of them.
Definition 2.7. 1. L # _ } B for some set B iff there is a polynomial p such that
x # L iff _y # [0, 1] p( |x| ), x*y # B. For class C, we define _ } C=B # C _ } B.
2. L # BP } C iff there are C # C and a polynomial p s.t.
x # L O Pr[ y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) | x*y # C]>23
x  L O Pr[ y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) | x*y # C]<13.
The class C } C is defined in the same way except we use 12 instead of 23 and 13.
3. L # R } C iff there are C # C and a polynomial p s.t.
x # L O Pr[ y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) | x*y # C]12
x  L O Pr[ y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) | x*y # C]=0.
In this paper, we use ‘‘’’ to mean ‘‘is contained in’’ and ‘‘/’’ to mean ‘‘is
properly contained in’’.
3. GAP-CLOSURES AND BOOLEAN CLOSURES
The following theorem provides a simplified characterization of the gap-closure
operator, GapCl.
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a countable class of languages and L an arbitrary
language. L # GapCl(C) if and only if there exist L1 , ..., Lk # C and S1 , ..., Sk # SPP
such that
1. Si & Sj=< for all i{j,
2. ki=1 Si=7*, and
3. L=ki=1 (Li & Si).
Proof. Fix an immune set W=[w1 , w2 , w3 , . . .] and an enumeration L1 , L2 ,
L3 , . . . of the languages in C. As in Definition 2.5, we define A =
df [(x, wi) | x # Li],
and R =df [(x, wi) | x  Li]. By definition, GapCl(C)=Gap(A, R). First, suppose
L # Gap(A, R). Then there is an f # GapP such that range( f )W and for all
x # 7*, x # L  (x, f (x)) # A. Note that (x, f (x)) # R if x  L. Since W is immune,
there is a k such that range( f )[w1 , ..., wk]. For 1ik, we define Si =
df
[x | f (x)=wi]. By Lemma 2.6, Si # SPP for i=1, 2, ..., k. The sets S1 , ..., Sk satisfy
the first two conditions of the theorem. To show that the third condition is satisfied,
we note that for all x, x # L  (x, f (x)) # A  (_i, 1ik)[ f (x)=wi 6 x # Li] 
x # ki=1 (Li & Si).
Conversely, suppose there exist S1 , ..., Sk # SPP such that L satisfies the three
conditions of the theorem. For 1ik, let fi (x) be the characteristic function of
Si , and define f (x) =
df ki=1 fi (x) } wi . The function fi # GapP and f # GapP. By the
first two conditions, we see that for any given x, f (x)=wi(x) where i(x) is the
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unique i such that x # Si . Thus the graph of f is contained in A _ R. By the third
condition, we have: x # L  (_i, 1ik)[x # Li & Si]  x # Li(x) & Si(x)  (x, wi(x)) #
A  (x, f (x)) # A. Therefore, f witnesses that L # GapP(A, R). This completes the
proof. K
In the definition of gap-definability (Definition 2.4), there is no restriction on the
accepting set A and rejecting set R. In fact, in [FFK94] it seemed that we needed
A _ R to be nonrecursivedefined using an immune setto prove properties of the
GapCl operator. We will now show that A and R can always be chosen such that
A _ R is recursive, and under reasonable circumstances, both A and R themselves
are recursive.
We say that a function f is covered by g if (\x)(_i)[ f (x)= g(x, i)].
Lemma 3.2. There is a recursive function g : 7*_N  N such that
1. \x, i, g(x, i) # [2i, 2i+1].
2. For any fixed i, g(x, i)=2i for all but finitely many x.
3. If f # GapP is covered by g, then range( f ) is finite.
Proof. Let h(i, x)= fi (x) be a universal function for GapP, i.e., GapP=
[ f0 , f1 , f2 , . . .]. There is a canonical linear ordering on 7*_N. We define g in
stages: Initially all the fi are unmarked. At stage (x, i), if there exists ji such that
fj is unmarked and fj (x) # [2i, 2i+1], choose the smallest such j, mark function fj ,
and set g(x, i)=4i+1& fj (x); otherwise set g(x, i)=2i. The function g is recursive,
and for all x, g(x, i) # [2i, 2i+1]. Since g(x, i)=2i+1 only if there is a ji such
that fj is marked at stage (x, i), and since each fj is marked at most once, g(x, i)=2i
for all but finitely many x. It remains to show part 3.
Suppose f =fi has no upper bound. There is a stage s after which no more GapP
functions prior to f will be marked. Since f is unbounded, we can find x such that
f (x) # [2j, 2j+1] with (x, j)>s and ji. Then f must be marked at stage (x, j) if
it has not already been marked. Suppose f is marked at stage ( y, k); then
f ( y){g( y, k) by the definition of g. Note also that f ( y) # [2k, 2k+1] but
g( y, k$)  [2k, 2k+1] for any k${k. Thus f is not covered by g. In other words, if
f is covered by g, then f is upper-bounded, and therefore range( f ) is finite since we
also have f (x)0 for all x. K
Theorem 3.3. For any countable class C, there are sets A, R such that A _ R is
recursive and GapCl(C)=Gap(A, R).
Proof. Let C=[L1 , L2 , . . .] and let g be the function defined in the lemma. Set
A=[(x, g(x, i)) | x # Li] and R=[(x, g(x, i)) | x  Li]. Given (x, m), (x, m) #
A _ R iff there is i such that g(x, i)=m. Since g(x, i) # [2i, 2i+1] and g is recursive,
we have that A _ R is recursive.
Now we show that CGap(A, R). Let Li # C. Define a function h such that \x,
h(x)= g(x, i). Since g(x, i)=2i for all but finitely many x, we have h(x) # FP
GapP. We then have x # Li O (x, h(x))=(x, g(x, i)) # A and x  Li O (x, h(x))=
(x, g(x, i)) # R. So Li # Gap(A, R). Thus CGap(A, R). Since Gap(A, R) is gap-
definable, we have GapCl(C)Gap(A, R).
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Conversely, let L # Gap(A, R). That is, there is f # GapP such that
x # L O (x, f (x)) # A O f (x)= g(x, i) for some i and x # Li
x  L O (x, f (x)) # R O f (x)= g(x, i) for some i and x  Li
The function f is covered by g, so range( f ) is finite by Lemma 3.2. Let
range( f )=[n1 , n2 , ..., nr]. By arguments similar to those in Theorem 3.1, it is not
hard to see that Si =
df [x | f (x)=ni] # SPP and L= ri=1 (Si & Lwni 2x). Also note
that [S1 , S2 , ..., Sr] is a partition of 7*, so we have L # GapCl(C) by Theorem 3.1.
This completes the proof. K
Corollary 3.4. If there is a universal recursive enumeration of C, then there
are recursive sets A and R such that GapCl(C)=Gap(A, R). (For example,
GapCl(NP)=Gap(A, R) for some recursive sets A and R.)
It was shown in [FFK94] that GapCl(C) inherits many closure properties of C.
Here we add to that list, and obtain as a corollary a simple characterization of
GapCl(C) for many common classes C.
Lemma 3.5. 1. If class C is closed under union, then so is GapCl(C).
2. If class C is closed under intersection, then so is GapCl(C).
Proof. 1. Let C=[L1 , L2 , . . .] be closed under union and La , Lb # GapCl(C).
_S1 , S2 , ..., Sm , T1 , T2 , ..., Tn # SPP where Si & Sj=Ti & Tj=< for i{j and
mi=1 Si=
n
i=1 Ti=7* s.t. La=
m
i=1 (Li & Si), Lb=
n
j=1 (Lj & Tj) (Theorem 3.1).
For i, j, 1i jn, let Qij=Si & Ti . Note that Qij # SPP since SPP languages are
closed under intersection [FFK94]. Then Si=nj=1 Qij , Tj=
m
i=1 Qij .
La= .
m
i=1 _Li & \.
n
j=1
Qij+&= .
m
i=1
.
n
j=1
(Li & Qij)
Lb= .
n
j=1 _Lj & \.
m
i=1
Qij+&= .
n
j=1
.
m
i=1
(Lj & Qij)
Since (Li & Qij) _ (Lj & Qij)=(Li _ Lj) & Qij , La _ Lb=mi=1 
n
j=1 [(Li _ Lj) & Qij].
Note that Li _ Lj # C and [Qij]1im, 1 jn is a partition of 7*; thus we have
La _ Lb # GapCl(C).
2. Similarly, since (Li & Qij) & (Lj & Qij)=(Li & Lj) & Qij , and (Li & Qij) &
(Ll & Qkl)=< for (i, j){(k, l ), applying the distributive law, we have La & Lb=
mi=1 
n
j=1 [(Li & Lj) & Qij]. Again, since Li & Lj # C and [Qij]1im, 1 jn is a
partition of 7*, we have La & Lb # GapCL(C). K
For some classes which seem unlikely to be gap-definable, such as NP and BPP,
we want to know what their gap-closure are. The following corollary gives us a
simple way to describe them. For example, GapCl(NP) is exactly the closure of
NP _ SPP under union and intersection.
Corollary 3.6. If C is closed under union and intersection, and [<, 7*]C,
then GapCl(C) is the closure under union and intersection of C _ SPP.
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Proof. Since [<, 7*]CGapCl(C), SPPGapCl(C). Let D be the closure
of C _ SPP under union and intersection. By Lemma 3.5, GapCl(C) is closed under
union and intersection, and C _ SPPGapCl(C), so we have DGapCl(C).
Conversely, GapCl(C)D by Theorem 3.1. K
4. GAP-DEFINABILITY
After gap-definability was defined, PP, C= P, and Modk P were the only well-
studied classes shown to be gap-definable. Many gap-definable classes do not seem
to be directly related to GapP, while those that can be easily settled, such as the
above three, are indeed simply gap-definable.
An interesting fact is that gap-definability and certain Boolean closure properties
are closely related. In this section, we provide a simple characterization of gap-
definability. It requires only Boolean operations, without involving any GapP
functions. Then we show that many commonly discussed classes are indeed gap-
definable.
We now prove a theorem that characterizes gap-definability by a certain Boolean
closure property with SPP. It will play an important role in this section.
Theorem 4.1. Let C be any countable class of languages. The following are
equivalent:
1. C is gap-definable;
2. For all L1 , L2 # C and S # SPP, (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) # C.
Proof. (1 O 2). Let C be gap-definable, L1 , L2 # C and S # SPP. There exist
disjoint A, R7*_Z and g1 , g2 # GapP such that for i # [1, 2],
x # Li O (x, gi (x)) # A
x  Li O (x, gi (x)) # R
and there exist f # GapP such that
x # S O f (x)=1
x  S O f (x)=0.
We define the GapP function
h= g1 f+ g2(1& f ).
Fix an input x. We have four cases.
1. x # S & L1 : (x, h(x))=(x, g1(x)) # A.
2. x # S&L1 : (x, h(x))=(x, g1(x)) # R.
3. x # S & L2 : (x, h(x))=(x, g2(x)) # A.
4. x # S &L2 : (x, h(x))=(x, g2(x)) # R.
This shows that (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) # C, as witnesses by h.
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(2 O 1). We show that GapCl(C)=C. Let C=[L1 , L2 , . . .], L # GapCl(C).
Theorem 3.1 shows that there exist pairwise disjoint S1 , S2 , ..., Sr # SPP such that
ri=1 Si=7* and L=
r
i=1 (Si & Li). Now we show that L # C by induction on r.
If r=1 then S1=7*, so L=L1 # C.
Suppose r>1. Let L$=ri=2 (Si & Li). Let S$2=S1 _ S2 and S$i=Si for i>2. Let
L"=ri=2 (S$i & Li). We have
L=(S1 & L1) _ \.
r
i=2
(Si & Li)+
=(S1 & L1) _ L$
=(S1 & L1) _ (S 1 & L").
By the induction hypothesis, L" # C. By condition 2, we have L # C. K
Many interesting complexity classes are closed under union and intersection and
contain [<, 7*]. For them, the question of gap-definability is just a matter of
whether or not they contain SPP.
Corollary 4.2. If C is closed under union and intersection, and [<, 7*]C,
then C is gap-definable if and only if SPPC.
Proof. If C is gap-definable and [<, 7*]C, then SPPC [FFK94]. Con-
versely, if C is closed under union and intersection, and SPPC, then we have
condition 2 in Theorem 4.1. So C is gap-definable. K
Corollary 4.3. If CD, D is closed under union and intersection, and C con-
tains [<, 7*], then C being gap-definable implies that D is gap-definable.
This corollary says that for many classes, each would be gap-definable if one of
its subclasses were gap-definable. For example, BPP, or 7k for any k is not gap-
definable unless PH is gap-definable.
Definition 4.4. Let A be an oracle set or an oracle function. PA denotes the
class of languages accepted by a deterministic polynomial-time oracle machine with
oracle A. Let PC=A # C PA. P C[1] is defined in the same way but the machine is
allowed to ask only one oracle question in each computation. The class NPC is
defined similarly.
Corollary 4.5. If C is a gap-definable class containing [<, 7*], and closed
under join, then PC and NPC are also gap-definable.
Proof. If C is closed under join, then PC and NPC are closed under union and
intersection. By the previous corollary, we get the conclusion. K
We are now able to prove that a number of well-known complexity classes are
gap-definable.
Corollary 4.6. 1. P*P, PSPACE, EXP, NEXP are gap-definable;
2. P*P[1] is gap-definable;
3. MP (Middle-bit P) is gap-definable ( for the definition of MP, see
[GKR+95]).
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Proof. 1. All these classes are closed under union and intersection, and all con-
tain SPP. So they are gap-definable by Corollary 4.2.
2. Note that SPPPGapP[1] ([FFK94]). Cai and Hemachandra [CH89]
show that a polynomial number of nonadaptive queries to *P are equivalent to a
single query of *P and thus P*P[1] is closed under union and intersection.
3. MP (Middle-bit P) was originally defined via *P functions [GKR+95].
One alternative definition for MP : L # MP if and only if _g # GapP, and h # FP s.t.
x # L iff the h(x) th bit in the binary representation of g(x), which is called midbit,
is 1. Here, the i th bit of g(x) is equal to
\g(x)2i  mod 2.
Note that this definition is meaningful for any integer value of g(x). Let
L1 , L2 # MP witnessed by g1 , g2 and h1 , h2 respectively. Let S be in SPP witnessed
by a GapP function f. Define function g=2h2g1 f+2h1 g2(1& f ). Now we have that
x # (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) if and only if the h1(x)+h2(x) th bit of g(x) is one.
This proves that (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) is in MP. Thus MP is gap-definable by
Theorem 4.1. K
Recall that a class C of languages is simply gap-definable if there exist disjoint sets
A, RZ such that, for any language L, L # C if and only if there exists a g # GapP
with
x # L O g(x) # A
x  L O g(x) # R.
The classes PP, C= P, P and SPP are all simply gap-definable.
Theorem 4.7. If C is simply gap-definable, then
1. _ } C is gap-definable.
2. BP } C, C } C, and R } C are gap-definable.
Proof. (1) Let C=[C1 , C2 , . . .]. Since C is simply gap-definable, by definition,
_A, RZ, g1 , g2 , . . . # GapP such that
w # Ci O gi (w) # A
w  Ci O gi (w) # R.
We assume that R is not empty; otherwise the proof would be trivial. Let
[L11 , L12 , . . .] be an enumeration of _ } C1 , let [L21 , L22 , . . .] be an enumeration of
_ } C2 , etc. The class _ } C= _ i _ } Ci can be listed in a certain way (e.g., use a
pairing function), so that _ } C=[L1 , L2 , . . .], and there exists a function , in FP
such that Li # _ } C,(i) .
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Let L # GapCl(_ } C), and let W=[w1 , w2 , . . .] be an immune set. By Defini-
tion 2.4 and Definition 2.5, there is a function h # GapP s.t.
x # L O h(x)=wt 6 x # Lt for some t
x  L O h(x)=wt 6 x  Lt for some t
and range(h)=[w1 , w2 , ..., wr] for some r such that w1<w2< } } } [FFK94]. Now
we have polynomials p1 , p2 , ..., pr such that x # Li iff _y # [0, 1] pi ( |x| ) with
x*y # C,(i) for i=1, 2, ..., r. Choose a polynomial p such that p(n)pi (n) for all
n # Z and i=1, 2, ..., r.
Fix k in R. We define g i as follows:
g i (x*y)={g,(i)(x*y1)k
if y= y1y2 , | y1 |= pi ( |x| ) and | y|= p( |x| ),
otherwise.
We define a function f,
f (x*y)= :
r
i=1
$wrwi(h(x)) } g i (x*y),
and a set
B=[x*y | f (x*y) # A].
The function g i # GapP is (A, R)-proper for i=1, 2, ..., r. One may verify that
f # GapP. We need to show that f is an (A, R)-proper function, i.e., f (w) # A _ R for
all w. In fact
x*y # B O f (x*y) # A
x*y  B O f (x*y)  A [Let h(x)=wi , then f (x*y)= g i (x*y)]
O g i (x*y)  A
O g i (x*y) # R
O f (x*y) # R.
This also shows that B # GapP(A, R)=C. Now,
x # L O h(x)=wt and x # Lt for some t, (Lt # _ } C,(t))
O _y1 # [0, 1] pt( |x| ) s.t. x*y1 # C,(t)
O _y1 # [0, 1] pt( |x| ) s.t. g,(t)(x*y1) # A
O _y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) s.t. g t(x*y) # A
O _y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) s.t. f (x*y) # A
O _y # [0, 1] p( |x| ) s.t. x*y # B.
Similarly, x  L O \y # [0, 1] p( |x| ), x*y  B. This proves that L # _ } B_ } C.
The proof for (2) is similar. K
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The class BP } P played an important role in Toda’s well-known proof
[Tod91].
Corollary 4.8. BP } P is gap-definable.
Lemma 4.9. Let C be any class containing [<, 7*] and with the property that
L # C implies that L*0, L*1 # C. Then L1 , L2 # C implies that L1 _ L2 #
R } GapCl(C).
Proof. Let B=(L1*0) _ (L2*1). By Theorem 4.1, B=(L1*0 & 7**0) _
(L2*1 & 7**1) # GapCl(C) since 7**0, 7**1 # SPP and 7**0 & 7**1=<.
x # L1 _ L2 O x*0 # B or x*1 # B O Pr[ y # [0, 1] | x*y # B]12
x  L1 _ L2 O x*0  B and x*1  B O Pr[ y # [0, 1] | x*y # B]=0.
Therefore, L1 _ L2 # R } GapCl(C). K
Corollary 4.10. If C is closed under the (R } )-operation and contains [<, 7*],
and with the property that L # C implies that L*0, L*1 # C, then C is gap-definable
iff C is closed under union and intersection with SPP.
Proof. If C is closed under the (R } )-operation and gap-definable, then
R } GapCl(C)C. By Lemma 4.9, it is closed under union. For any L # C and
S # SPP, (L & S)=(L & S) _ (< & S ) # C by Theorem 4.1. Conversely, if C is closed
under union and under intersection with SPP, then it is gap-definable by
Theorem 4.1. K
So far in this paper we have given simple characterizations of gap-definability in
a broad range of circumstances, and showed that many classes not previously
known to be gap-definable are indeed so. We have yet to give any result stating that
gap-definability has structural consequences not related to the class SPP or other
gap-definable classes. The following proposition is a step in that direction.
Proposition 4.11. If C is a reasonable gap-definable class which is closed under
m-reductions and complements, then C is closed under 1-tt-reductions.
Proof. Suppose L # C and A 1&tt L via the polynomial-time function f.
( f (x)=(:, y) where y # 7*, : # [T, F, id, c] is one of the unary Boolean func-
tions, and x # A iff :( y # L).) For each b # [T, F, id, c], let Sb =
df [x | (_y) f (x)=
(b, y)]. The set Sb # PSPP for each b, and the four sets are pairwise disjoint.
Let B =df [x | (_:)(_y # L) f (x)=(:, y)]. Since Bm L, we have B # C, and B # C
since C is closed under complements. It follows from the definition of 1-tt-reduc-
tions that A=(7* & ST) _ (< & SF) _ (B & Sid) _ (B & S c), and thus A # C by
Theorem 4.1. K
This result is nontrivial; for example, the class NP _ coNP is closed under
m-reductions and complements but is not closed under 1-tt-reductions unless
NP=coNP. Proposition 4.11 then implies that NP _ coNP is unlikely to be gap-
definable.
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Corollary 4.12. If [<, 7*]C and C is closed under m-reductions and com-
plements, then GapCl(C) is closed under 1-tt-reductions.
Proof. It was shown in [FFK94] that the GapCl operator preserves closure
under m-reductions and closure under complements. K
We have seen that for many classes, having certain Boolean closure properties
implies gap-definability. One may ask whether these Boolean closure properties are
necessary. We will show, however, that not all gap-definable classes, not even all
reasonable gap-definable classes, are closed under union (resp. intersection, comple-
ment).
Theorem 4.13. 1. There exists a reasonable gap-definable class which is not
closed under union.
2. There exists a reasonable gap-definable class which is not closed under inter-
section.
3. There exists a reasonable gap-definable class which is not closed under com-
plement.
Proof. 1. We want to find L1 , L2 s.t. L1 _ L2  GapCl([L1 , L2 , <, 7*]), i.e.,
L1 _ L2 {(L1 & Si) _ (L2 & Sj) _ Sk for all disjoint Si , Sj , Sk # SPP (Theorem 3.1).
Let SPP=[S1 , S2 , . . .]. Construct L1 and L2 as follows. For each pairwise disjoint
triple Si , Sj , Sk # SPP pick x=0 i+11 j+10k+1.
If x # Sk put x  L1 _ L2
If x # Si put x # L2&L1
If x # Sj put x # L1&L2
If x  Si _ Sj _ Sk put x # L1&L2 .
The set L1 _ L2 is neither empty nor 7* nor contained in GapCl([L1 , L2 , <, 7*]).
In fact, if we fix i, j, k, then x=0i+11 j+10k+1 is either in L1 _ L2 but not in
(L1 & Si) _ (L2 & Sj) _ Sk , or in Sk but not in L1 _ L2 .
2. For i, j, k, let x=0i+11 j+10k+1,
If x # Sk put x  L1 & L2
If x # Si put x # L1&L2
If x # Sj put x # L2&L1
If x  Si _ Sj _ Sk put x # L1 & L2 .
A similar argument will show that L1 & L2  GapCl([L1 , L2 , <, 7*]).
3. Let L  SPP, then L$  SPP, where L$ is the complement of L. Then
L$  GapCl([L, <, 7*]) for, otherwise, L$=(L & S1) _ S2 for some disjoint
S1 , S2 # SPP by Theorem 3.1. Then we would have L$=S2 , a contradiction. K
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5. SEPARATION BY GAP
Although the questions whether P{PSPACE and whether SPP{PSPACE are
still open, they are widely believed to be true. To better understand the rela-
tionships among them, it is helpful to look at the implications of these inequalities.
In this section, we provide an equivalent condition of separation. For example,
SPP{PSPACE if and only if there is a ‘‘gap’’ between PSPACE and some gap-
definable proper subclass closed under manyone reductions. In other words,
classes such as PP and PSPACE contain maximal gap-definable subclasses which
are closed under manyone reductions, unless they equal SPP. By maximal K-sub-
class we mean a proper K-subclass such that there is no proper K-subclass con-
taining it.
Theorem 5.1. Let SPP be properly contained in a class D which has a manyone
complete set. Then there exists a maximal m-closed gap-definable class M such that
SPPM/D. (m-closed means closed under manyone reductions.)
Proof. Let P be the set of all classes E s.t.
1. SPPE/D,
2. E is m-closed,
3. E is gap-definable.
The collection P is not empty since SPP # P. Let AP be a possibly uncoun-
table chain under inclusion. We want to show that this chain has an upper bound
in P. Let B= C # A C. It is clear that B is an upper bound of this chain. Now we
show that B is in P:
1. The class SPPB. Since CD for all C # A, we have BD. None of the
C’s contain a D-complete set, for otherwise C=D since C is m-closed. Thus B{D.
2. B is m-closed. A language L manyone reduces to B implies that L
manyone reduces to C for some C # A. Since C is closed under manyone reduc-
tions, we have L # CB.
3. B is gap-definable:
L1 , L2 # B O L1 , L2 # C for some C # A
O (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) # C
for all S # SPP (Theorem 4.1)
O (L1 & S) _ (L2 & S ) # B
for all S # SPP
O B is gap-definable (Theorem 4.1).
Now applying Zorn’s lemma, P has a maximal element. K
Corollary 5.2. There exists a maximal m-closed gap-definable subclass of
PSPACE unless PSPACE=SPP.
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Corollary 5.3. There exists a maximal m-closed gap-definable subclass of PP
unless SPP=PP.
We further decompose the class C described above. We especially discuss the
class PSPACE, but the result may be applied to other complexity classes with the
necessary properties.
Definition 5.4. PSPACECOMP=Class of all PSPACE complete sets.
PSPACEINC=PSPACE&PSPACECOMP.
First we note that PSPACEINC is a maximal m-closed subclass of PSPACE.
In fact, if L is manyone reducible to PSPACEINC , then L # PSPACE, and if we
also have L # PSPACECOMP , then PSPACEm PSPACEINC , a contradiction. This
means that PSPACEINC is m-closed and there is m-closed class D such that
PSPACEINC /D/PSPACE. Furthermore, PSPACEINC is the maximum m-closed
subclass of PSPACE.
Suppose SPP{PSPACE. Let M be a maximal gap-definable m-closed subclass
of PSPACE. From the above discussion, we have MPSPACEINC. It is natural
to ask whether M=PSPACEINC .
We will give a negative answer.
Lemma 5.5. GapCl(PSPACEINC)=PSPACE.
Proof. We consider two cases. If P{PSPACE, then we apply a result of Ladner
[Lad75] that they are L1 , L2 # PSPACEINC such that L1 L2 # PSPACECOMP.
If P=PSPACE, then L1=< and L2=7* are the only sets in PSPACEINC, and
L1L2=<7* # PSPACECOMP . Therefore, in both cases, we have that there
exist two sets L1 , L2 # PSPACEINC such that L1 L2 # PSPACECOMP. On the
other hand,
L1L2=0L1 _ 0L2=(0L1 & 07*) _ (1L2 & 17*) # GapCl(PSPACEINC).
The last inclusion is from Theorem 3.1.
Since PSPACEINC is m-closed, so is GapCl(PSPACEINC). Then the fact that
GapCl(PSPACEINC) contains a PSPACE-complete set implies that it contains all
of PSPACE. Since PSPACE is gap-definable (Corollary 4.6), the result follows. K
The lemma tells us two things. First, PSPACEINC is not gap-definable. Second,
any gap-definable class containing PSPACEINC must contain all PSPACE-complete
sets.
Now we return to the previous discussion. Assume SPP is separated from
PSPACE. By Theorem 5.1, M=PSPACEINC implies that M=PSPACE since M
is gap-definable and therefore GapCl(M)=M. This is impossible. Now we con-
clude that if SPP is separated from PSPACE, then there is a gap between M and
PSPACEINC. We further discuss the relationship between SPP and M. Again,
following Ladner’s argument, we may find a set A # PSPACE&SPP such that
SPPA/PSPACE. The class SPPA is closed under Turing reductions and joins.
Therefore SPPA is closed union and intersection. By Corollary 4.2, SPPA is gap-
definable. It is also clear that SPPA is m-closed. This means that SPP cannot be a
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FIG. 1. A layout of PSPACE. The thick lines indicate the real separation if PP{PSPACE.
maximal m-closed gap-definable class in PSPACE. Thus we also have the separa-
tion of SPP from M. We summarize these results as the following
Theorem 5.6. Unless PSPACE=SPP, we have
SPP/M/PSPACEINC /PSPACE,
where M is defined as above.
Using the same techniques one can prove a similar result replacing SPP by PP.
Figure 1 illustrates a layout of PSPACE if PP is not equal to PSPACE.
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